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In the sphere of religious activities, the lunar system is
largely used. Regular sacrifices are offered to the
kitchen god on the first and fifteenth day of each
month. The people visit temples and observe vege-
tarian ritual also on these dates. Ceremonies of
ancestral worship are carried out on the dates of birth
and death of the ancestors and on regular festivals ;
though among the festivals some of them are regulated
according to the traditional solar system.
The traditional solar system is used not as a system
of dates but of climatic changes. With this general
system, each locality can adjust its calendar of work
according to its local conditions.
This system is used chiefly in reference to productive
work. Beside daily conversations, the following folk
song will document this statement :
Balou ba mimi         .        .    Pai Lu \\ hite indistinctly (referring to
the blossoms of the rice).
Tchiufen da shiou tchi      .    Ch'iu Fen rice bears fruit completely.
Tson gian gjien tzao da     .    Shuang Chiang reap early rice.
Li dong i tchi dao     .         .    Li Tung all completely fall.
A part of a letter from my informant can also be
quoted :
People in the village have two periods of leisure
every year. The first period is in the autumn from
Ch'u Shu to Han Lu and lasts about two months..,.
The second period is in the winter from Ta Hsiieh
to the end of the year, also covering two months.
During this leisure time, we go out for trade ventures.
The villagers remember and predict their sequence
of work in terms of the traditional solar system. But
this system cannot stand alone because it is very
difficult to understand without a system of dating.
The system of date in the village is the lunar calendar,
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